This lecture contains a definition of the residues of differentials on curves, in terms of traces of certain linear operators on infinite dimensional vector spaces. All the standard theorems on residues follow easily from this definition, by proofs which are natural and independent of the characteristic of the ground field. In particular, the fact that " the sum of the residues is zero on a complete curve X 5? results directly, without computation, from the finiteness of the cohomology groups H'(X, (9x)? for i = o and i, almost as though one had an abstract Stoke's Theorem available. I arrived at this treatment of residues by considering the special features of the one-dimensional case, after discussing with Mumford an approach of Cartier to Grothendieck's higher dimensional residue symbol {see HARTSHORNE, Residues and Duality, Springer lecture notes in Mathematics, vol. 20, 1966, p. igS) .
For a good general account of the subject of residues and duality on curves, with references to other approaches, see SERRE, Groupes algebriques et corps de classes, Hermann, Paris, igSg, 1. TRACES. -Let k be a fixed ground field and V a vector space over k. We say that an endomorphism 0 of V is finite potent if Q^V is finite dimensional for some n. For such 6, a trace Trv(6)€/c may be defined, having the properties :
(T)i If V is finite dimensional, then Try (6) is the ordinary trace;
( 1 ) This paper is a slight revision, and expansion of a lecture given at the Advanced Science Seminar in Algebraic Geometry, sponsored by the National Science Foundation, held at Bowdoin College, Brunswick, Maine, in the Summer of 1967. I wish to thank James Milne who wrote up the Notes of that lecture, which served as a first draft of this paper. (Ta) J/* W i^ a subspace of V, and QWcW, t/^en Trv(9)==Tiw(9)+Trv/.w(0); (Ta) 7/9 ^5 nilpotent, then Trv (9) : =o.
Note that Ti, T^, Ta characterize traces; if W is a finite dimensional subspace of V such that 6WcW and O^VcW, for some n, then Trv(9) = Trw(9). Such W exist, for we may take W^O^V for some large n. (In fact, there is a unique minimal such W, which equals 6"V for all sufficiently large n.) (Tj,) If F is a finite potent subspace of End(V) (i. e., if there exists an n such that for any family of n elements 61, . . ., 9^eF, the space 81 . . . 9/iV is finite dimensional) then Try : F -> k is k-linear.
Proof. -We may take F to be finite dimensional and compute the traces of all elements of F on the finite dimensional subspace W== F^V.
Property (T4) seems the natural linearity property for Try, and is sufficient for our applications. I doubt whether the rule TrvOi+Trv92=Trv(9i+92) holds in general, i. e., whenever all three endomorphisms Oi, 62 and 9i + ^2 are finitepotent, although I do not know a counter example. (If a counter example exists at all, then there will be one with 61 and 63 nilpotent, because every finitepotent endomorphism is the sum of a nilpotent one and one with finite range.) Indeed, for large n the maps 9 and ^ induce mutually inverse isomorphisms between the subspaces W= (^y^V and W== (y^V, under which the endomorphisms ^y | W and 9^ | W correspond. Thus resi exists and is unique.
Remark. -For given f and g in K, the computation of Res (fdg) can be effected in finite terms as follows. Let These statements are obvious from the above remark and from the definition of res. In view of the first statement we can usually omit the superscript V on resj from now on.
(Ra) (Continuity in f and g) If /-A + fgA + fg 1 A C A then res^(fdg) = o. In particular, this is so i/7AcA and gAcA. The function Res., is idenically ot if A is a K-submodule of V.
RESIDUES OF DIFFERENTIALS ON CURVES.
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Proof. -The first condition on f and g implies B = C in the above remark, and the later statements follow from the first. In particular, ifg is invertible and gAcA, then
Proof. -Take f=hg~i and apply the above remark. We have The desired result follows now because Tr^/Kf=^fu' i 3. ALGEBRAIC CURVES. -Let X be a connected, regular scheme of dimension i, proper over a ground field /c, and let K==/c(X) be its function field. Then X is determined up to a /c-isomorphism by K and K may be any function field in one variable over /c.
The closed points p of X correspond to the discrete valuation rings Op with field of fractions K which contain /c. Write K.p= Op, the completion of Op, and write K^a for the field of fractions of A.p (so Kp is the completion of K with respect to the valuation defined by Op). This definition makes sense, for if tp is a prime element in A-p, then the residue field k(p) == ApftpAp has finite dimension (equal to the degree of p relative to k) and so, by induction, Ap^t^Ap for all integers n. 
Remark. -One often defines respfdg by the above expression, but in characteristic 7^ o, it is not immediately obvious that the coefficient in question is independent of the choice of the uniformizing parameter t. The corollary follows from the theorem because, X being proper over /c, the space 0(X) = H°(X, 0x) is finite dimensional. Hence reso(x)==o, by (Ri), because 0(X)~(o). But resK===o because K is a K-module, and resK+A = ° because Vs/(K+As) is finite dimensional {see below). Thus we have only to prove resA^(^) =='Yres^(co).
/^es
Let co = f dg, let S' be a finite subset of S which contains all poles of f or g, and let T == S -S'. Then 
pes'
But by our choice of S', we have res^ (fdg) = o and reSp{fdg) = o forpeT. To prove that Vs/(K+A §) is finite dimensional it suffices to treat the case S == X because the projection Vx-^Vg is surjective. For S = X we have Vx/(K + Ax) ~ H^X, ©x) which is finite dimensional because X is proper over /c. This last well-known isomorphism follows from the exact sequence o -> Ox-^ K° -^ K' -> o of abelian sheaves on X, in which for any open U C X we let K° (U) = Image of K in Vu, and K^U) = Vu/Au= © K^/A^, the map S(U) being induced /?eu by VU-^VU/AU. The restriction maps for U'CU are surjective; hence the sheaves K' have trivial cohomology in dimensions greater than zero.
